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The JOSEF SEIBEL GROUP is one of 

Germany’s leading shoe manufacturers.  

Founded in 1886 by Carl-August Seibel, and 

based in the Palatinate town of Hauenstein ever 

since, JOSEF SEIBEL has been perfecting the 

manufacture of remarkable, top quality men’s, 

women’s and children’s shoes for more than 

125 years.

This traditional family-run company is now in 

the hands of the 4th generation, and is skilfully 

pursuing its path as a global footwear player. 

JOSEF SEIBEL has manufacturing and distribu-

tion facilities around the world. In addition, the 

company has come to rely on a large network 

of reliable international suppliers and experien-

ced dealers. 

Using state-of-the-art production techniques, 

over 5 million pairs of shoes are manufactured 

at 6 production sites across europe every year 

and exported to more than 40 countries world-

wide.

Operating under the umbrella of the JOSEF 

SEIBEL GROUP are the brands JOSEF SEIBEL, 
ROMIKA, ROMIKIDS, TIZIAN, GERRY WEBER 
SHOES and DANIEL HERZBLUTH. They target 
different consumers through their design, func-
tionality, fit, and quality.

INNOVATION MEETS TRADITION

Modern marketing and a clear brand concept 

have turned JOSEF SEIBEL into a leading shoe 

manufacturing and distribution company world-

wide with over 3,500 employees.

The company’s own multi-brand and monola-

bel stores, as well as its online retail presence, 

comprise an ever increasing part of the JOSEF 

SEIBEL GROUP, and complete its activities as 

a designer, manufacturer, supplier and retailer 

of footwear.

Showrooms and order centres across the glo-

be present our brands to the retail trade. The 

“Transparent Shoe Factory”, located right next 

to our production facility in Hauenstein, Germa-

ny, offers an insight into traditional shoe making 

techniques. The image of our brands is strengt-

hered by the link between brand environment, 

production and immense experience.

since 1886

Carl-August SeibelOur name on the outside, our knowledge on the inside!
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COMPANY



1886  Company is founded in Hauenstein by Carl-August Seibel, the grandfather of the present 

owner

1896  Further manufacturing facilities and a new factory building are established in Weißenbur-

gerstraße.

1911  After the death of Carl-August Seibel, his two sons Karl August and Josef Seibel take on 

their inheritance. After Karl August is killed (1914), Josef Seibel leads the company alone 

through the turmoil of two world wars.

1955  After the controlled economy of the Second World War, the third generation of the family, 

Josef Seibel’s son (also named Josef Seibel) takes over management of the firm. Under 

his direction, the company responds to the industrial boom of the 1950s and 1960s with 

new designs, and expands production.

1983  Carl August Seibel, great-grandson of the company’s founder, learns the ropes of the 

family business, getting to grips with the operational processes.

1990  Production in Germany is at full capacity and can no longer meet the growing demand for 

Seibel products. In Hungary, a capable and reliable manufacturing partner is sought, and 

found.

1993  Carl August Seibel takes over the reins. Under his watchful eye, the existing export trade 

is expanded in a targeted and strategic manner.

1997  Due to the company’s ongoing expansion, larger administration building and warehouse are 

established at Gebrüder-Seibel-Straße 7 in Hauenstein.    

 During the same year, the Westland brand is integrated into the JOSEF SEIBEL Group.

2000 A new factory is built in Romania.

TIMELINE



2001  The company establishes production partners in Bulgaria and aquires the DER KLEINE 

MUCK brand.

2003  The former DER KLEINE MUCK company building is converted into the “Transparent Shoe 

Factory”.

2005 The ROMIKA brand is acquired by the JOSEF SEIBEL GROUP.

2006  JOSEF SEIBEL s.r.o. is founded in the Czech Republic. It takes over the former ROMIKA 

polyurethane direct soling factory in Hrusovany, Czech Republic. 

 JOSEF SEIBEL chooses the prime location on Hauenstein’s “shoe mile” as the site of its new  

 shoe shopping centre, “SHOEcity“.

2010  The JOSEF SEIBEL Group involves itself in the Bahner Shoe Trading Group, which has 

130 city, LEISER and SCHUHHOF stores in Germany and the Czech Republic.

  In Csenger, Hungary, another ROMIKA direct soling factory is set up, as the PU site in the 

Czech Republic is running at full capacity.

2012  The JOSEF SEIBEL Group takes operational control of LEISER and SCHUHHOF stores.

2013  The JOSEF SEIBEL Group receives the GERRY WEBER footwear licence and begins the 

design, manufacture and distribution of GERRY WEBER shoes under the umbrella of the 

JOSEF SEIBEL Group.

2015 The JOSEF SEIBEL Group acquires the LEISER and SCHUHHOF stores.
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PRODUCT PHILOSOPHY  

JOSEF SEIBEL
For 130 years, JOSEF SEIBEL has been producing a wide range of top 

quality shoes - always guided by one fundamental idea: Pride of place is 

given to the quality of the materials, the best workmanship, a superior fit, 

and comfort as well as function.

These quality criteria are supplemented by a modern, marketing concept, a 

flexible structure and in-house manufacturing facilities in Germany and Eas-

tern Europe.

Using state-of-the-art production techniques, every year more than 5 million 

pairs of shoes are manufactured.

First-class materials, the best workmanship, perfect fit and superior com-

fort have enabled the JOSEF SEIBEL brand to firmly establish itself as the 

“European comfort shoe”.

SPIRIT OF NATURE
This JOSEF SEIBEL sub-brand stands for environmentally friendly products 

manufactured from chrome-free lining leather and without the use of heavy 

metals. 

Many of our SPIRIT OF NATURE models have recyclable, exchangeable 

polyurethane footbeds, which are antibacterial and breathable. Instead of 

being glued together, our shoes are hand-sewn, which is of particular im-

portance for the lightness and flexibility of our collections.

Sustainability is at the core of SPIRIT OF NATURE. For our SON models, 

only lightweight, wear-resistant soles are used. We also take the principle 

of sustainability to heart when it comes to packaging: our shoe boxes are 

all made of recyclable card. 
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Our shoes are all produced in Europe, in order not to 

waste resources through long production paths.

ROMIKA
ROMIKA has been manufacturing high quality comfort 

shoes since the 1920s, remaining true to the timeless 

motto: “ROMIKA tragen Wohlbehagen”, which, roughly 

translated, means “Wear Romika. Live comfort”.

From high-tech products such as their world famous 

Original Top Dry Boots, through sporty leisure shoes, to 

classic or modern interpretations of the humble slipper: at 

ROMIKA, quality and comfort are in the spotlight.

 

The global brand from Trier has consistently demons-

trated great pioneering spirit in the development of new 

technologies: ROMIKA was first to use membrane water-

proofing technology in textile boots, and also contributed 

significantly to the development of polyurethane direct  in-

jection technology.

Today more than ever, ROMIKA stands for top quality and 

innovation across all its product categories. In a cons-

tantly changing, highly complex market environment, the 

values of flexibility and adaptability are self-evident.

COMPANY



COMPANIES AND DISTRIBUTION COUNTRIES

JS GROUP WORLDWIDE

JOSEF SEIBEL Germany

JOSEF SEIBEL Hong Kong

JOSEF SEIBEL Shoes Canada Ltd.

Andorra 

Armenia

Australia

Bahrain

Belgium

Bulgaria

China

Denmark

Estonia

Faroe Islands

Finland

France

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Japan

Croatia 

Kuwait

Latvia

Lithuania 

Luxembourg

Malaysia

Malta

Mauritius

New Zealand

Netherlands 

Oman

Austria

Poland 

Qatar

Romania

Russia

Saudi Arabia

Serbia

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

South Korea

Czech Republic

Taiwan

Thailand

Hungary

Belarus

UAE

JOSEF SEIBEL North America Inc.

United States of America 

Central and South America 

JOSEF SEIBEL UK Ltd.

JOSEF SEIBEL Switzerland GmbH 
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COMPANY

JOSEF SEIBEL North America Inc.

United States of America 

Central and South America 

JOSEF SEIBEL UK Ltd.

JOSEF SEIBEL Switzerland GmbH 

Albania  Shoe and shaft production ROMIKA and JOSEF SEIBEL

Bulgaria (Petrich, Dobrich)  Shoe production ROMIKA and JOSEF SEIBEL

China (Dongguan, Wenzhou)  Shoe production JOSEF SEIBEL and ROMIKA

India  Shoe production JOSEF SEIBEL and ROMIKA

Indonesia (Surabaya)  Shoe production JOSEF SEIBEL and GERRY WEBER

Romania (Marghita)  Shaft production ROMIKA 

Czech Republic (Hrusovany)  Polyurethane direct soling ROMIKA

Hungary (Csenger) Polyurethane direct soling JOSEF SEIBEL

 Shoe production, outsole production, logistics centre

Vietnam (Haiphong)  Shoe production JOSEF SEIBEL and ROMIKA

PRODUCTION FACILITIES
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In recent years, the JOSEF SEIBEL GROUP has structured itself vertically, and now covers the entire 

chain from collection ideas and manufacturing to sales and distribution. 

The company sites in Hauenstein and Trier play a key role in this process. They act as the “control 

centres”. Here, all the business processes are adjusted to best match the manufacturing and distribu-

tion processes; short paths between the individual teams and a culture of open exchange result in a 

positive, creative atmosphere and the maximisation of synergies.

SHOES WITH EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

For 130 years, JOSEF SEIBEL has been producing a wide range of top quality shoes - always guided 

by one fundamental idea: Pride of place is given to the quality of the materials, the best workmanship, 

a superior fit, comfort, and function.

These quality criteria are supplemented by a modern, convincing marketing concept, a flexible structure 

and in-house manufacturing facilities in Germany and Eastern Europe. 

Using state-of-the-art production techniques, every year more than 5 million pairs of shoes are manu-

factured.

OUR CLAIM
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COMPANY

At the heart of the Josef Seibel production facility in Hauenstein is an at-

traction of a very special kind; the “Transparent Shoe Factory” experience.

Here visitors and customers alike can experience footwear production first 

hand. The focus is on transparency and communicating the importance of 

traditional craftsmanship. In a professional demonstration employees take 

visitors through the production process step by step - from pattern cutting 

and sewing of the shafts through to soling. Particular attention is paid to the 

Josef Seibel hand-stitching technique.

Every year, the Transparent Shoe Factory welcomes over 15,000 visitors, 

strengthening the company’s image and increasing brand recognition.

The Hauenstein “shoe mile” is the largest and most unique shoe outlet 

centre in Germany. Twentyfive shoe shops, all next to each other and all 

within walking distance. Visitors to the “shoe mile” will find over 1,000,000 

pairs of shoes waiting for them.

The Josef Seibel Shoe Factory’s outlet store in Hauenstein offers men’s 

and women’s shoes at prices 30 to 70% cheaper than in retail stores. The 

range includes discontinued stock and one off pairs of men’s and women’s 

footwear.

As a multi-label store, SHOEcity in Hauenstein has more than 40,000 

pairs of shoes and items of clothing on sale from the current collections 

of renowned manufacturers and international labels. Again, the various 

brands of the Josef Seibel Group are presented and sold here. 

SHOPPING AS AN EXPERIENCE 
IN HAUENSTEIN
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ANATOMY

  FROM FOOT TO SHOE     
         ANATOMY

THE STRUCTURE OF THE FOOT
 THE ANATOMY OF THE FOOT

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SHOE
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An adult human foot has more bones than any other part of our body, 26 to be exact, in addition to 19 

muscles, 107 ligaments and 250,000 sweat glands.

In contrast to an adult foot, a baby’s foot has no developed bones. The structure of a baby’s foot is 

made up of flexible cartilage with no visible arches. As the child’s foot begins to grow, the cartilage 

begins to ossify and becomes more stable, protected by a layer of fat known as “baby fat”. 

As we grow older, our feet become flatter, especially as we lose mobility. The arch flattens out, the 

muscles provide less support and it is often necessary to buy shoes in a larger size.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE FOOT 
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TARSUS (heel)

Made up of a cluster of seven large bones, the tarsus acts as a shock absorber 

and weight distributor. The heel absorbs approximately 50% of the shock from 

the body’s total weight.

METATARSUS (mid-foot) 

Five slender, finger-like bones that connect the toes to the heel. They also act 

as shock absorbers and weight distributors. At the end of these bones is the 

ball of the foot, which absorbs approximately 25% of the shock from the body’s 

total weight.

FOREFOOT (toes) 

The toes are made up of 14 small, flexible bones. The inner part of the ball of 

the foot and the big toe absorb approximately 25% of the shock from the total 

body weight!

ARCH OF THE FOOT

The four arches of the foot act mainly as shock absorbers and weight distributors. 

They give the foot a degree of springiness and flexibility.

METATARSAL ARCH

This arch stretches over the front part of the foot.

INNER LUMBRICAL

This arch, the foot’s main arch, stretches over the inner side of the foot.

OUTER LUMBRICAL

This arch stretches over the outer side of the foot.

THE ANATOMY OF THE FOOT

ANATOMY
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SHOE

OUTSOLE

The outsole is the largest exposed surface of the entire sole. Important properties which need to be 

considered include: grip and or/skid resistance, durability and flexibility.

HEEL

The heel is the raised part of the shoe, located directly under the heel of the foot. The height of the heel 

can influence both the style of the shoe and the weight distribution throughout the foot. The top lift is 

the layer of material attached to the bottom of the heel that touches the ground. Rubber is usually used 

for the toplift, to extend the life of the shoe. The toplift supports and balances the shoe and it comes 

in different shapes and sizes.

MIDSOLE

The midsole is mostly found in casual shoes, but also in some styles of dress shoe. For the most part it 

serves as a shock absorber, especially in casual shoes. In dress shoes, the midsole is not for comfort, 

rather, it serves a structural purpose.

TONGUE

The tongue is the leather flap which sits under the laces. Its main function is to protect the foot from 

the laces or other types of fastening systems. A gusseted tongue is when both sides of the tongue are 

connected to the sides of the shoe to help keep out water and dirt.

INSOLE/INLAY SOLE

The insole or inlay sole consists of a layer of padded material covered with leather or a synthetic material 

to protect the foot against moisture from below. In some cases, the insole can be removed. Its main 

function is to provide additional cushioning which can be adapted to the foot, thus providing optimal 

comfort.

LINING

Lining is used in shoes for several reasons, and can be made of leather, synthetic, or waterproof ma-

terials. The main function of the lining is to protect the foot from the open seams and leather overlays in 

the shoe upper. It also protects against moisture by absorbing it and ensuring a pleasant environment 

for the foot.

COLLAR

The top edge of the shoe is known as the collar. It can be padded or lined to prevent blisters and skin 

irritations. 
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SHOE SHANK

The shank is a strip of metal or plastic (polycarbonate with glass fibre reinforcement) in the interior of 

the shoe between the insole and the outsole. It stretches from the middle of the heel to the beginning 

of the front part of the foot, helping the shoe to hold its shape and supporting the foot.

FRONT CAP

The front cap is the part of the shoe encasing the toes. Some casual shoes have naturally or anato-

mically shaped caps to enable the natural spreading of the toes when walking. The design of the front 

cap and the last reflect different styles and fashion influences.

LACING

The lacing or fastening can determine the fit of each shoe model. 

“Balmorals” - due to the V-shaped slit to which the laces are attached, this lacing method suits narrow 

feet or feet with a shallow instep. 

“Derby shoes” - this cut is more suitable for wider feet or feet with a higher instep. The shoe has a flap 

on either side, allowing tighter or looser lacing. 

HEEL CAP

The heel cap is made from a flat or pre-shaped stiffening material inserted between the lining and the 

upper of the shoe. The purpose of the heel cap is to support the heel of the foot and provide stability 

for the heel of the shoe and the front cap.

SHOE BODY

The shoe body is made up of all the upper parts of the shoe, which are sewn together and attached 

to the sole. Important properties here are the material, the quality of the leather, 

the impermeability and the cosmetic features of the upper.

REAR OUTER/INNER

These are the two rear parts of the shoe body which surround the shoe opening at the sides and which

connect to the laces at the front. 

ANATOMY
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SHOE MANUFACTURING     
        MANUFACTURING
INTRODUCTION TO STYLES 

OF SHOE PRODUCTION
MATERIALS | FUNCTIONS
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MANUFACTURING



CONSTRUCTION

This term refers to basic methods of manufacturing a shoe. In most cases, the shoe style refers to how 

the sole is attached to the body of the shoe. 

LAST

The shoe last is a three dimensional shape that represents a simplified version of the foot. The shoe 

is built around the last. High-quality shoes comply with strict specifications regarding length, width, 

circumference at the ball of the foot, shank, instep height, heel height and distance between the heel 

and the arch. Lasts can also be varied to reflect particular fashion styles or silhouettes, meaning that 

the natural shape of the foot is often disregarded (e.g. high heels). These days, the majority of comfort 

shoes use naturally shaped lasts. 

Each shoe is manufactured in a labour intensive process involving up to 130 individual steps. Josef 

Seibel Shoes use only the best quality leather uppers, which are mainly processed using traditional 

craftsmanship and which are subject to strict quality criteria. 

INTRODUCTION TO 
SHOE MANUFACTURING
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HAND-STITCHED

“Hand-stitched” essentially describes the 4 different stitching methods 

used to attach the upper (body of a shoe) to the outsole. This part of 

the production is done 100% by hand. Depending on how the stitch is 

executed and the number of needles and threads used, distinctly dif-

ferent looks can be achieved. This allows the outsoles to be extremely 

flexible (soft), which is not the case when the shoe is glued together.

STROBEL

“Strobel” refers to a particular style of stitching. The upper and the lining 

are stitched to the midsole. This makes the shoe extremely flexible and 

durable. In most cases, the outsole is then glued to the upper and 

midsole.

MANUFACTURING

STYLES
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MANUFACTURING

SACCHETTO

The sacchetto construction is based on the moccasin 

style. The inner lining is practically seam-free. It is like a 

little sack (the Italian for sacchetto is “sack“) stitched to the 

upper. Finally, the outsole is glued to the rest of the shoe. 

FLEXIBLE

Together with the upper and the lining, the insole is stit-

ched to the so-called welt seam or inseam. The upper is 

then turned inside out and stitched into a second seam. 

The second seam is known as the “double seam“. The 

outsole is then glued to the rest of the shoe.

AGO

The simplest and most widespread form of working, the 

AGO method consist of a shoe‘s upper being folded un-

der and then attached to the insole, with the outsole later 

cemented underneath. 

The advantages of this construction method lie with its 

simplicity, reducing the cost of production making AGO 

suitable for almost any type of footwear. 

This cost reduction can of course be channeled in other 

directions, such as quality of materials, finish or fashion 

content. Importantly, AGO articles have a ‚clean‘ bond bet-

ween sole and upper (i.e. there is no exposed stitching 

etc.), giving this method advantages over others in terms 

of styling.

STYLES
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SAN CRISPINO

The San Crispino style is essentially the same as the AGO style. The 

San Crispino seam serves to reinforce shoes that have been glued 

together. San Crispino shoes are recognisable by the so-called 

sole edge stitching (San Crispino seam). The insole of San Crispino 

shoes is about 4 to 10 mm wider than the base of the last, so it juts 

out slightly from the shoe. When assembling, the upper is pulled 

over the edge of the insole. It is then stitched to the insole and the 

lasting fold underneath it, by means of a San Crispino seam. Due 

to the wider last of San Crispino shoes, they have a more sporty 

look.

ADHESIVE LASTING

An assembly method whereby the upper is bonded to the insole 

using hot glue. The outsole is then glued to the body of the shoe 

and pressed.

POLYURETHANE DIRECT SOLING

The polyurethane direct soling method involves placing liquid polyu-

rethane in an aluminium mould and allowing it to bond to the shoe 

body. The polyurethane thus becomes the outsole. The result is a 

flexible, shock-absorbing, watertight, extremly strong construction.

GOODYEAR WELT

A classic method of shoe construction, especially for top-of-the-

range men‘s formal shoes. The origin of this method dates back to 

the 13th century, although it enjoyed its heyday in the 19th century 

with the invention of the Goodyear sewing machine. The insole is 

stitched to the welt, and the welt is then stitched to the outsole. 

Thanks to this double seam, the Goodyear welt technique provides 

excellent shoe stability and enables resoling, usually with leather.



1. UPPER
Leather, textile, microfibre

2. LINING
Leather, microliner, plush, tex, lambskin

3. OUTSOLE

POLYURETHANE

Polyurethane (PU) is a synthetic soling material derived from petroleum products which can be manu-

factured to be extremely soft, and which is used for outsoles. It contains millions of tiny air bubbles, 

which act as shock absorbers and guarantee the shoe’s flexibility. 

MATERIALS
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LEATHER

Leather is a traditional material for outsoles. Leather soles are produced from the 

thickest part of the hide, and are usually stamped to confirm their authenticity.

RUBBER

Rubber is a natural material obtained from rubber trees. We regulate the tack, grip 

and cushioning properties of the rubber through a process known as vulcanisation, 

and by adding chemicals.

1.  Crepe is an untreated form of rubber.

2.   Latex is a pure form of rubber and has excellent gripping, flexing and cushio-

ning properties.

3.   TPR/TR (thermo plastic rubber) is a rubber/synthetic composition. Like latex, 

TPR/TR has excellent cushioning and gripping properties.

4. REMOVEABLE INSOLES AND MIDSOLES 

POLYURETHANE
PU is one of the most durable materials for midsoles. Over time, PU loses neither 

its cushioning effect nor its energy.

EVA 
A light, foamy material with excellent cushioning properties. It is also easy to shape 

and offers superior foot padding. 

MANUFACTURING
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AIR MASSAGE
1)  Absorbent material to ensure that the feet remain hygienic and healthy.

2)  Massage nubs improve blood circulation and foot hygiene.

3)  Perforations ensure improved air circulation and improved foot climate.

4)  Shock-absorbing heel cushions provide extra support.

DOUBLE AIR REACTION
New all-in-one technology with a patented design.

1)  Breathable forefoot padding (cushions with each step).

2)  “Drop shaped“ heel padding to prevent tired feet.

FUNCTIONS
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TOPDRY TEX
•  Waterproof, windproof and breathable membrane.

•   Waterproof, yet allows air to circulate through the shoe so that the feet remain dry and at a healthy 

foot climate.

TOP-LIGHT
1)  Super soft leather uppers (extremely soft and breathable).

2)  Leather lining (breathable and comfortable).

3)  Massaging leather insoles (cushions with each step).

4)  Extremely lightweight PU outsole (super-light, shock-absorbing, helps to prevent tired feet).
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AIRPED PLUS
1)   Removable, two-part footbed containing antibacterial and breathable active carbon to absorb 

 moisture.

2)  Flexible foam component with optional cushioning (removable).

3)  PU sole supports the natural movement of the foot, improves posture and ensures minimal 

 stress on the joints of the body.

PRO ARCH
•  Cushions to support the arch of the foot, helps to prevent tired feet and provides a stabilising effect.

•  Provides support when walking and improves posture.

FUNCTIONS
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MEMORY FOAM
•   The memory foam layer throughout the shoe adapts precisely to the shape of the foot and 

 guarantees maximum comfort.

•  Cushioning effect, helps to prevent tired feet.

•  Provides stability with high elasticity.
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GREETING
Smile!

When greeting a customer, you should create a relaxed atmo-

sphere as quickly as possible. 

Give customers time to feel comfortable before starting a 

conversation. Interact with customers by asking appropriate 

questions. Customers don’t like to be immediately bombar-

ded with questions. Here are some suggestions for greeting 

customers:

•  Welcome to the store!

•  How are you today?

•  What has brought you here today?

TAKE CONTROL
Seat the customer, remove both shoes and measure both feet.

Use their shoe size as a guide. The shape of the shoe or the 

shoe last can significantly affect the fit, so it is not unusual to 

go up or down a whole size.

DETECTIVE WORK
The more information you gain from your customers, the more 

likely it is that you can satisfy their wishes. At this stage, it’s 

your job to determine exactly what the customer is looking for 

before you disappear into the stockroom. Although, of course, 

each customer will react differently, the best way to find out 

their needs is with the right type of questions. Good detective 

work starts with open questions:

CUSTOMER SERVICE  



TRAINING

Open questions begin with Closed questions begin with

What? Is?

Where? Can?

When? Can you?

Which? Would you?

Who? Are?

Why? Have you?

Open questions (to avoid yes or no answers)

•  What style of shoe were you looking for?

•  What is the occasion for wearing these shoes?

•  What is your current job?

•  How did you find your old shoes?

•  What kind of surface do you work on?

•  How often will you wear these shoes?

Once you have completed your detective work, go to the stockroom and fetch the appropriate shoes 

for your customers to try on. Always try to find three different models or styles: One shoe the customer 

has asked for and two alternatives which are similar in colour and style. You could also try a size up or 

down in the style the customer has asked for.

If you are trying to help a customer to make a decision, it helps immensely if you ask the right questions. 

A few examples:

•  Which shoes did you like best?

•  Which size was the most comfortable?

•  I think the red ones look great. Which ones do you like best?

CUSTOMER SERVICE  
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Identifying different types of customer makes it a lot easier to provide good service. Below, 

you will find three different types of customer that you might come across.

Below the customer types 1, 2, and 3 is a list of things you can do to help each type of 

customer. Try to match the actions to the type of customer (1, 2 or 3).

1  Customers who are in a hurry.

2  Shy, unsure customers. 

3  Customers who love shopping.

A. Be quick and effective.

B. Give the customer time and space while they are trying on shoes.

C. Help the customer to feel calm by being friendly and relaxed.

D.  Assure the customer that it is absolutely no problem to go and check the stockroom.

E. Give your customer excuses to spend more - “Go on, you deserve a treat!”

F. Don’t chat too much!

G. Give your customer the feeling of being special.

H. Give your customer a wide choice.

As you already know, men and women are very different! Naturally, this also applies to the 

way they shop. 

CUSTOMER TYPES

TRAINING
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Love shopping Prefer a lot of freedom when trying things on

Shop more with their hearts than their heads Tend to buy shoes because they need them

Are frequently pickier than men
Are usually open-minded when 

it comes to advice on colour and style

Have their own opinion Like fast, efficient service

Like to hear information about size, colour, and 

available styles

Like to hear information about how the shoes 

are made
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DISCOLOURATION
The leather used in JOSEF SEIBEL manufacturing is subject to strict 

regulations and standards governing the use of azo dyes, PCP, nickel 

and chromium.

The limited use or prohibition of these substances ensures that wearing 

leather next to the skin does not result in negative side effects. This does 

mean, however, that the leather may be more prone to discolouration. Dis-

colouration is therefore a natural, and sometimes unavoidable, process.

DEALING WITH COMPLAINTS

Always be polite, friendly and patient. Take the initiative, build a relationship 

with your customers and complete each transaction with a smile.

•   Acknowledge customer within 30 seconds of their entry into the store.

•  Add to your customers’ choices.

•   Inform your customers about upcoming events or promotions.

•   Give your customers the option of ordering a different size.

•   When you are saving everything on the computer, make sure you have 

the customers’ details on the database.

•   Send cards to the customers in your database entitling them to dis-

counts during their birthday month.

•   Thank your customers for the conversation, and invite them to return.

SMALL THINGS WITH
A BIG IMPACT
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Can I help you? What can I do for you?

Shall I bring you the other one? I’ll bring you the other one!

Would you like to try them on? Try them on!

Do you need a hand? Let me help!

Why don’t you sit down? Please, sit down!

Put the left one on! (Always try both shoes on!)

Here’s the size you wanted/The size is be-

hind you/I’ll leave the size here.
That size is on the shelf, I’ll bring it to you.

Have a think about it. Shall I box it up?

I’m afraid we’re out of those! (Always offer an alternative!)

Unfortunately, we don’t have your size in 

that one.
(Always offer an alternative!)

We can order it for you, though. (Last resort!)

WHAT WE DON’T WANT TO SAY
Any questions to which customers can respond “no” (closed questions). Always ask open 

questions and smile in a friendly manner. First impressions are crucial!

CORRECT COMMUNICATION 

MOISTURE
Despite all the advantages associated with hand-stitched shoes, in a very few cases there is the risk 

of moisture penetrating the bottom seam - the seam that joins the leather upper to the outsole. Our 

“TOPDRY TEX”, which has been used at Josef Seibel for many years, helps to reduce this issue: Don`t 

forget the great advantages of handstitching - greater flexibility, strength and a district look.

TRAINING
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What customers want from the shopping experience changes over time. However, expectations are 

steadily rising. 

Just as society is changing, retailers must respond. The most successful retailers predict what will ch-

ange in the future before it happens. 

Take a moment and reflect on the last 20 years. Some of the most influential changes include:

• Technological developments – Internet/email

• Changes to family circumstances – number of working women / single parents is increasing

• Questions about nature – the environment

• Travel options/Globalisation

What we now find is that the same or similar products are often offered at similar prices by many 

retailers at once. So the challenge is to gain a competitive advantage. Retailers are successful when 

they communicate effectively with their customers through visual marketing. 

HOW CAN VISUAL MARKETING WORK FOR YOU?

1.  INCREASE IN SALES

  A well maintained display system enables customers to find what they are looking for, with the 

ultimate result of making a purchase decision.

2.  MAKE RETAIL SELLING MORE REWARDING

  Products which stand out and are well presented are far easier to sell.

3.  INCREASE IN SPONTANEOUS PURCHASES

4.  MORE TIME SPENT OFFERING ADVICE

5.   REDUCE CUSTOMER CONFUSION

 Ordered display of goods (by brand or end use)

MARKETING 
AND PRESENTATION 
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Often when a product has been successfully marketed, we see the phenomenon 

of deteriorating presentation of goods. The concept and philosophy applied in the 

original presentation of goods is forgotten as soon as new products are deliver-

ed. There is really just one golden rule that must be respected: “Where does this 

model look best?” To ensure effective marketing, this rule must be considered 

continuously. 

Do not underestimate the power of visual marketing. Good visual presentation high-

lights the product and creates a thematic world for the customer.

Using the example of footwear, the product is presented in conjunction with the 

brand, creating a close relationship between the customer and the brand’s identity.

When individual products are being marketed to end consumers, the brand often 

loses its identity, as the store often embodies its own identity. Remaining individual 

and competitive is therefore a large and important area, and not just in relation to 

other retailers, but also supermarkets and shopping centres.

Who are our competitors? EVERYONE!

•  These days, customers have less brand loyalty.

•  Customers don’t have a lot of time. 

•   You need to go one step further to satisfy the customers.

•  We need to determine our customers’ wishes as quickly as possible.

•   We need to present our wares in a logical, appealing way, so that our customers 

can find what they are looking for.

•   Market research has shown that 70% of purchase decisions are made in the 

moment while in the store.

•   These days, customers are less influenced by usefulness and more by expe-

riences.

TRAINING
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exists in various guises. From basic body language to the richest colours, 

anything, in other words, that can trigger an emotional response.

Based on their first impressions and the presentation of goods, customers make 

a judgement within 5 seconds. That’s not long to make a good impression.

Successful visual marketing involves the interaction of many elements with the 

aim of influencing our purchase decisions. Everything we look at has an impact 

on us, whether positive or negative.

Our vision is by far the most valuable of our senses when it comes our ability 

to make informed decisions and to communicate them successfully. We don’t 

really think about the visual information surrounding us. For the most part, our 

visual perception is an unconscious process.

Our vision is our strongest sense. It deals with 75% of the information we receive, 

while our hearing processes just 20%, and smell, taste and touch just 5%. For 

this reason it is even more important that we create the right visual stimuli in our 

stores. 

There are a number of factors which have a significant influence on our purcha-

sing decisions:

• Presentation of a good product range

• “Space” around the product

• Categorisation

• Presentation

VISUAL COMMUNICATION/  
MARKETING 

TRAINING
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PRODUCT RANGE
Normally, manufacturers determine their product range according to advice from sales account ma-

nagers, which in turn comes from buyers.

SPACE
When planning the distribution of goods within the retail space, retailers should aim to maximise 

productivity and revenue.

Space, especially retail space, can be divided into different components. Draw up a diagram for your 

store and divide it into the following areas:

First, determine where your most important sales areas are. When customers enter the premises, take 

your time to observe where they go and where they look. It is far more effective to place goods at the 

level of the customer’s natural line of sight. Space around a product gives customers the feeling that 

this product is especially valuable and high-quality.

First area Transit areas/doorways/walkways

Second area Main sales floor

Discovery area Hidden areas/blind spots/dead space

Service Cash desk
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SET-UP
The categorisation of products is an essential part of marketing. Each category should have a logical 

background. Goods should be divided into themes which extend beyond individual shelves.

PRESENTATION
It is extremely important to show goods off to their best advantage. In addition, consistency is of great 

importance to our customers: Either the left or right shoe only should be consistently displayed, and in 

the correct sizes. All shoes should be clean and laced up, with a certain sense of balance. 

The exception to this golden rule is when we are aiming at a specific customer, for example during 

sale time.

The point of sale is used to highlight a particular product or area in the 
store using a message or reference point. Sometimes the point of sale is 
used too intensively and the message does not reach customers, as they 

cannot find their way and are overwhelmed by choice. 

As a guide: If you are unsure about using another logo or stand, don’t! The 

item on offer should always be the dominant element; sales aids should 

merely reinforce this.

Always think like a customer!

POS – POINT OF SALE

TRAINING
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Balance is a key concept when ensuring excellent product presentation. This essential element 

has an influence on all our decisions about presentation.

Without this sense of balance, no product can be placed in the correct spot, leading customers 

to feel uncomfortable and preventing them from making a purchase.

VERTICAL MARKETING
Linear structuring is one effective way to place products in a “fluent” order. This technique helps 

customers through its logical, “everything in its place” arrangement.

CHEQUERBOARD TECHNIQUE
What is it?

Changing between:

•  Groups facing the front and facing the back

•  Patterns and block colours

•  Light and dark

Or a combination of all three.

There are no strict rules in marketing, only principles and indicators which can be applied to 

every purchasing environment. Its essence lies in communicating a clear message to custo-

mers at all times and presenting goods to their best advantage.

BALANCE 
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Employee product training is essential. It doesn’t take a lot of 

time to learn some basic strategies, but it keeps all employees 

up-to-date.

•  Motivate your employees to try out new products.

•  Speak to your employees about new products (either indi-

vidually or as a team). They will feel much more secure and 

confident when talking to customers about them.

•  Set aside 5-10 minutes every day to talk about the sales 

targets.

•  Check which models are selling best, and check what 

stock you have remaining.

• Set targets.

•  If there are other tasks to be completed, make sure that all 

employees are aware of what they are.

•  Put product information where everyone has access to it.

•  Advertising outside the store should be planned in advance.

•  Motivate your employees by setting out a clear framework.

•  Take advantage of any training and development oppor-

tunities to keep your employees up-to-date on the latest 

products, colour palettes, styles and seasonal events.

TRAINING 
AND PROMOTION 

TRAINING
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Tips for successful group training:

• Use lots of visual media.

• Confirm the date and time a few days in advance.

• Confirm how many employees will be taking part.

• Find out if anyone has to leave at a certain time.

• Find out if parking is available.

• Have your own advertising materials to hand.

• Offer soft drinks.

• Try to stick to the agreed starting and finishing times.

GROUP TRAINING
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JOSEF SEIBEL GROUP 
           BRAND ENVIRONMENT

JOSEF SEIBEL | SPIRIT OF NATURE
ROMIKA | ROMIKIDS

GERRY WEBER | TIZIAN | DANIEL HERZBLUTH
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BRAND 

ENVIRONMENT



The highest standards of quality, comfort and fit are matched by a modern and contemporary ap-

pearance. The anatomical footbed, perforated leather insole and leather lining ensure a balanced 

climate for the foot. The flexible, shock-absorbing PU outsole ensures a pleasantly soft feel. The 

various JOSEF SEIBEL liner systems cool the foot when in movement while simultaneously relieving 

pressure.

“JOSEF SEIBEL - our name on the outside, our knowledge on the inside.”

BRAND 

ENVIRONMENT
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The successful SPIRIT OF NATURE line stands out not only due to its style and 

comfort, it also meets consumer demand for environmentally friendly products, 

materials and manufacturing processes. All manufacturing takes place within Eu-

rope. All shoes in the SPIRIT OF NATURE range are packaged in environmentally 

friendly boxes. The natural, restrained look of the shoe boxes demonstrates the 

brand’s attributes at a single glance:

“It’s about being natural, environmental and sustainable.”

NATURAL, 

 ENVIRONMENTAL, 

SUSTAINABLE
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OUTDOOR
Colourful, modern, comfortable. ROMIKA’s men’s and women’s shoes are characterised by their ath-

letic look. From sporty street shoes and models with wind and waterproof membranes, right through 

to Wellington boots. ROMIKA’s legendary perfect fit has been guaranteeing comfort with every step for 

more than 75 years. Especially soft materials surround the foot like a second skin. Cushioned footbeds 

and flexible outsoles promise an extra dose of comfort. Sporty and casual or feminine and romantic: 

ROMIKA offers the right style for every taste and any occasion. 

Wear ROMIKA. Live comfort.”

HOME
TV time - slipper time. ROMIKA slippers for the whole family have been around for decades. Whether 

it’s the classic Romisan or Mokasso, or more eye-catching felt-look designs with logos and embroi-

dery: in the ROMIKA Home Collection, every customer will find the perfect companion for relaxed 

evenings by the fire or summer sojourns on the terrace. Even customers previously more tempted by 

classic offerings will find an increasing variety of fresh shapes and colours, including leopard and zebra 

prints - relaxation beckons! 
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Child-oriented, trendy and functional. Through ROMIKIDS, 

branded shoe manufacturer ROMIKA demonstrates its ex-

pertise and strong trend awareness in the children’s shoe 

segment. The focus is on functionality, ease, and a perfect 

fit. Healthy feet are ensured every step of the way through 

the use of high-quality products that have been tested for 

harmful substances. 

The ROMIKIDS range includes, amongst others, durable 

slippers, weatherproof boots with membrane and indest-

ructible wellies. Loafers, sandals and trainers complete the 

collection, which make a convincing statement with great 

performance at competitive prices. Sizes for boys and girls 

range from 19 to 39. 

BRAND 

ENVIRONMENT
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Since Autumn/Winter 2013, the successful GERRY WEBER Shoes brand has been designed, pro-

duced and distributed under the umbrella of the JOSEF SEIBEL GROUP. Modern, high-quality and 

sophisticated, these shoe collections are the perfect complement to the womenswear collections of 

the successful international fashion house.

Sporty and casual or feminine and elegant: The materials, craftsmanship and fashionable appearance 

of the GERRY WEBER Shoes collection correspond to the various occasions that occur in the life of 

a modern, confident woman.

BRAND 

ENVIRONMENT
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Extravagant, individual, distinctive. The sporty, elegant shoes 

from the DANIEL HERZBLUTH brand are made for men who 

appreciate the out-of-the-ordinary. 

Exclusive, high-quality leather, fine craftsmanship and fashio-

nable chic combine to create the unmistakeable look of the 

DANIEL HERZBLUTH collection. This brand with Italian roots 

is managed under the umbrella of the JOSEF SEIBEL Group. 

DANIEL HERZBLUTH - a successful example of the perfect 

combination of German precision and Italian design. 

Elegant women’s fashion for the perfect look! Allow yourself to be impressed by the fashionable styles, 

top-quality materials, great fit and current look of Tizian shoes - a “must-have” for any wardrobe!
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“JOSEF SEIBEL – we understand retail”

10 “SPIRIT OF NATURE” mono-label stores, 2 US 

stores, 7 outlets and 3 branded online stores round 

off the activities in the direct sales (B2C) segment.

SALES 

STRATEGY



JOSEF SEIBEL Group showrooms/order centres can be found in (amongst other location) 

Brussels, Nieuwegein, Salzburg, Spreitenbach, Hamburg, Munich, Sindelfingen, Schkeuditz 

and Ratingen-Breitscheid, as well as at the company’s two sites in Hauenstein and Trier.

Since January 2014, JOSEF SEIBEL has also been represented in the Mainhausen order centre. 

The showroom exudes modernity and transparency. On high-quality white lacquer and chrome 

display units, shelves and tables, the new collections from JOSEF SEIBEL, ROMIKA and GERRY 

WEBER SHOES are put in the spotlight over an area of 160 sqm. 

Thanks to its central location, the order centre is the perfect place to maintain contact with 

retailers all year round, offering them an excellent opportunity to view all the JOSEF SEIBEL 

Group collections at once and place an order. 

SHOWROOMS/
ORDER CENTRE



ADVERTISING

WHO IS MY TARGET GROUP?

Marketing plays an important part in the achievement of the company’s overall objectives. It is essential 

to identify the needs and expectations of our customers and to react accordingly in order to fulfil them. 

For us, it is important to employ marketing which appeals to specific target groups. This means adapting 

our adverts, brochures and catalogues individually to appeal to JOSEF SEIBEL, ROMIKA and GERRY 

WEBER customers. 

CORPORATE IDENTITY

It is very important to us that our brands achieve a clear identity  and a high recognition value through 

their visual appearance. A few examples:

JOSEF SEIBEL - Posters, show cards, adverts

ROMIKA - Posters, show cards, adverts GERRY WEBER - Posters, show cards, adverts
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SOCIAL MEDIA

For many years, social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and many more have 

been a fundamental part of a successful marketing strategy. 

Since the Spring/Summer 2015 season, we have been represented on Facebook by our brands 

JOSEF SEIBEL and ROMIKA. On both profiles, we provide our Facebook users with general informa-

tion on the JOSEF SEIBEL company and ROMIKA, and we update them several times a week with 

information about current trends and our new collections. With the help of competitions, we want to 

reach new target groups and increase awareness of our brands. 

As our Facebook presence has had a very positive effect on ROMIKA and JOSEF SEIBEL, in the future 

we also wish to focus on other social platforms such as Twitter and Pinterest.

The Josef Seibel Online Store is already available as an app, allowing customers to order in seconds 

with their smart phone or tablet.

STRATEGY

GERRY WEBER - Posters, show cards, adverts
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www.josef-seibel.de


